RE
PUPIL VOICE

I think RE is important because it helps
me understand the way Jesus lived and his
life and it helps me make choices in my
life that are hard.

To show my learning I can write, draw, watch
clips, create art, role-play and share my ideas.
I like it that we can share our ideas with
our friends and we can talk about it, it
helps me learn more.

RE lessons make me
feel special, to connect to
God.

I

I think RE is important
because it helps me know
how Jesus helped everyone
regardless of who they were.

I like it because I get
to learn how Jesus
helped to make the
world a better place.

It helps me make
the right choices.

Be Spirited made me feel calm
and relaxed. I could write whatever
came into my head and spend
quiet time with God on my own.

I like being around my friends and
we all did our own thing. It was my
special time with Jesus.
I thought about how brave
Jesus was and it helped me to
try to be brave.

I really thought about Captain Tom
and how he helped everyone in
lockdown and how he is with God.

It was quiet and calm, I wanted to
stay there for longer, it went so
quickly.
I really liked looking at all
the different pictures of
Jesus and of all the special
things he did when he was
alive.

One of my favourite lessons was reading a verse in
the Bible and deciding what Value of the Kingdom
of God it represented. I also liked listening to
everyone's ideas.

I like the way we learn to interpret things we read
and see in clips.
It helps me understand the messages.
I like it when we find different numbers
in the bible and link them to other lessons
that the numbers there.

It is sometimes really hard and there are lots
of challenging lessons. I don’t always get it
but I know I can write what I think.

I like to see all the signs I like it because we get
of Jesus and I feel closer to paint and draw not
to God.
just write.
I like the stories and clips, I like
looking back at my work and it
makes me feel I am in the Holy
Family.

I liked learning more about
God and the Mission
statement.

I would like to say that God is
special and we should praise Him.
Thank you to my teachers
and God for helping me
learn in RE.

I am enjoying RE and I try to get it all
right the lessons are fun and exciting. My
book is important and special to me.

I liked it when looked at paintings and we painted
Mary and thought about what we put in the
paintings.
I like to learn about God and Jesus and
His people. It helps us to be kind and
helpful and helps us to be loving.

My lessons are fun and creating
things, it’s fun and is great to be
learning about Jesus.

I know more about Jesus and Mary and Joseph
and I know how to spread the good news.

RE lessons made me feel good because
God loves us all and did feel holy.

I think RE is

To show my learning I

My favourite lesson was when we analysed
a prayer and I really understood it.
RE is great because I have
got to know more about
God. I found out about
injustices and how we can
make a movement together
to stop them.

I like my RE book because I can see all the
progress I have done.

I think RE is important because it
shows joy in the world which I will
spread like Jesus.

To I learn all about the world and how to live,
I like to talk to my teacher and draw because
it feels like I am there.
I learn about God and Jesus and the
Holy Spirit and how to spread the
faith. I feel happy.

I think RE is fun it helps me to live and
learn about God and Jesus.
I liked learning about St. Joseph.

It helps me be happy and grateful and it is all
about love.
Mt RE table makes me happy if I make a
mistake I can pray to God there.
We learn to help each other and
protect and spread the good news.

In RE lessons I feel
calm, and really in
control and energised.

RE helps me know
more and love others.
RE helps me
encourage others.
I am very happy.

I like my RE book because sometimes, its
just nice to flip through the pages and
reflect back on the things we have learnt
in RE.

To show my learning I can write, draw,
watch clips, create art, role-play and
share my ideas.
I love it when my teacher says
“nice job.”
I love to see all the nice work
my friends have done

I like it that we can share our
ideas with our friends and we
can talk about it, it helps me
learn more.

I have learnt about how to help the world and
serve. Love my family help my friends and
love and care.

It’s always fun to learn. It’s nice to see other people’s
learning. I liked creating St. Joseph’s pillow.
I think it is important to spread joy and
tell people about Jesus. My RE book
makes me feel joyful. I like the lessons
because you never know what the
teacher is going to say.

The RE table is full of precious things and lovely
things about Jesus. My favourite is learning
about the Nativity because it is about Jesus being
born.

My lessons
make me think.
My RE table is for everyone not just
me itis a nice place.
RE lessons are thoughtful it is fun to
learn.

I think RE is important because I learn
about Jesus. I love it. I like to
concentrate.

Lessons make me feel proud and I like to see my
writing. I like my RE area, I know if I had a
worry I could pray to God. My favourite lesson is
to draw and sing and watch clips about Jesus.
My RE table makes me feel loved and
enjoyed.

My Re book is precious and important to me.

To show my

RE has helped me learn about me. It has helped me
be more dedicated to God and to be eager to get
started in an RE lesson.
My lessons have helped me grow closer to
God and learn more about Him, his son
Jesus, the Holy Spirit and the kingdom of
God.

RE lessons cheers me up and it is
a special lesson. My favourite
lesson is every RE lesson.

My RE book has lots of stuff in it,
drawing and writing and pictures, it is
good.
RE is important because the
Lord is with me.

My book makes me
feel impressed.

I like looking back
at my past work. I
love learning more.

I like the flowers on the RE table.

I learnt that
Jesus is kind.
I learn to be
kind.

RE makes me feel calm
and I don’t stress, even
though my presentation is
not that good I still feel
good and my book is nice.

To show my learning I can write, draw, watch
clips, create art, role-play and share my ideas.
I am proud of being a Christian
because I can tell my problems to
God. I am protected by God and can
thank God for protecting me and
other people.

I know how to be good
and if we are sad we
can tell Jesus.

I like the stories.
I like to listen to my teacher.
I like to sing.
There is always something new to
learn. My favourite learning was
finding the messaged of the
Kingdom of God in Bible passages.

I think RE is always different. The lessons are fun
and we learn about important ways to live.

I like to listen to all the ideas
my friends have.
I enjoyed finding out
about Judaism and
Islam. It will help me be
considerate to other
religions.

We have a bright and colourful display. There are
words that help us understand. We have prayer
books and rosary beads and flowers and a Bible.
We can use anything there.

I like listening to the stories and singing.

RE has helped me have a
connection with my faith a
better understanding of my
faith and the community.

I always look back in my book and see what I
have done before and make links to my work. I
also like making notes of quotes I read in the
Bible so my RE book is helpful.
I would like to say that overall
RE is really lively and interesting.

I know I am doing
well because I know
we can explain things
in our own way.

To

I like RE, it makes
me feel special.

I like learning about different
faiths because it is interesting and
is useful to know about the world.

I like the RE table
I feel like I am next because we all share
the wonders of God
to God.
on that table.

I like RE because I get to show how I feel,
I get to listen to my friends and others.

RE lessons make me feel good and more
confident in myself because I can talk
about RE.
RE is important because it
helps me understand in
difficult times and helps me
to love and forgive everyone,
especially my family and
friends.

My RE book makes me feel
connected to Jesus, God and
the Bible.

My RE book makes me feel I am
in the family of God and I like
looking at the work we have done
in the past.
I like it that we can
share our ideas with our
friends and we can talk
about it, it helps me
learn more.

I think RE is important because it helps
me understand the way Jesus lived and
his life and it helps me make choices in
my life that are hard.

To show my learning I can write, draw,
watch clips, create art, role-play and
share my ideas.
I like it that we can share our
ideas with our friends and we
can talk about it, it helps me
learn more.

